Innovation & Discussion: Presentation Abstract

Theme: Advancing Your SPs

Title: Defining and Utilizing Health Literacy in SP Portrayal

Introduction: Deficiency in health literacy is a common problem in the US. In order to set up healthcare learners for success, SP Educators must first pay attention to a patient’s level of health literacy. When training SPs for simulations, we need to address the patient’s health literacy level in case development and during SP training.

Description: Health literacy is defined as the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, communicate, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions (Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, 2010). By understanding a patient’s health literacy, SPs and trainers have a clearer guide for the way a patient communicates with a healthcare provider. For more advanced SPs, this becomes a useful tool to guide SPs in choosing language and probing the provider for clarity around medical language and treatment/plan instructions.

Discussion: When considering health literacy for standardized patient cases, not only should the patient’s education level be considered, but the patient’s experience with the health care system. SPs must recognize the differences in the way that they speak with their own healthcare providers and the information that they understand, in contrast to that of the patients they are portraying. As SP educators, we can share tips and tools – from videos to articles on health literacy – as well as including the patient’s health literacy level in the case and during discussions throughout training.

Conclusion: By giving careful consideration to a patient’s health literacy when writing a case and throughout SP training, learners will have a more authentic experience of the simulated patient’s health literacy level. By beginning to include health literacy information in cases and when training SPs, we will continue to broaden the understanding of health literacy’s impact on patient care and affect change in the way healthcare providers address it through simulation experiences.

Planned Format:

5 min   Defining Health Literacy and How It Impacts the Patient Experience
10 min  Presentation: Initial Implications of Health Literacy in SP Training
10 min  Discussion: Further ways health literacy affects SP Training
10 min  Presentation: Training Tools, Case Development Additions, and a Short Video
15 min  Discussion: How to utilize these tools in SP training and case development? Other tools used or imagined in SP training?
10 min  Questions

References:

Healthcare providers often do not accommodate low patient health literacy to the detriment of the health of their patients.

In the ASPE Case Template, “Presentation and Resulting Behaviors” are indicated in the content for standardized patients (SPs). Many case authors include affect, body language, even facial expressions and the amount of eye contact in their descriptions of the simulated patient. SPs need this information to accurately portray simulated patients in a realistic manner. What is also needed for authentic portrayal is information about a patient’s health literacy. In order for SPs to accurately portray a patient, there is a need to understand that patient’s level of health literacy. By having this knowledge about the patient, SPs and trainers can make clear choices about how to portray a case.

Many SPs at large academic hospitals are college-educated and must possess the skills needed to clearly articulate or write feedback to students or other learners. These learners are involved in rigorous graduate-level programs or have already attained an advanced degree or two. Only 34 percent of Americans have completed a bachelor’s degree (US Census Bureau, 2017). While education level does not necessarily correspond directly to health literacy, it can play a role.

Additional Resources:


Articles and videos for SPs:


Compilation of above two videos:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgTuD7l7LG8